Assignment 2

Due on 2019-08-11, 23:59 IST.

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.

As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1. Which of the following is not a type of innovation?
   - Human Resources
   - Product
   - Process
   - Business Model
   Accepted Answers:
   - Human Resources
   - Process
   - Business Model

2. Total Quality Management is innovation related to ...........
   - Breakthrough Innovation
   - Incremental Innovation
   - Business Model Innovation
   - All of the above
   Accepted Answers:
   - Incremental Innovation

3. Which of the following is correct in respect of innovation using design thinking?
   - Design mindset is problem focused.
   - Design mindset is solution focused.
   - Design mindset is both problem and solution focused.
   - Design mindset is highly creative.
   Accepted Answers:
   - Design mindset is both problem and solution focused.

4. Which of the following is not a characteristic of design thinking?
   - Empathy
   - Cross functional teams
   - Rapid prototyping
   - Breakthrough Innovation
   Accepted Answers:
   - Breakthrough Innovation

5. Which of the following is not a characteristic of system thinking?
   - Point of leverage
   - Constraint identification
   - Breakthrough Innovation
   - Value chain
   Accepted Answers:
   - Breakthrough Innovation

6. Which of the following combination is correct?
   - White Hat [ ]; Black Hat [ ]; Red Hat [ ]; Yellow Hat
   - (1) Benefits (2) Obstacles (3) Feelings (4) Information
   Accepted Answers:
   - (1) Benefits (2) Obstacles

7. Which of the following is not an element of Triple bottom line or sustainability?
   - Product
   - Profit
   - People
   - Planet
   Accepted Answers:
   - Product

8. Reinvent is in the process of development of a new mobile App. He is very good in developing code for mobile app. How can he use this skill of coding for becoming an innovator?
   - He needs to identify the right problem for coding.
   - He needs to develop a sound business model.
   - He needs to collaborate with other innovators.
   - All of the above
   Accepted Answers:
   - All of the above

9. Internet of Things evolution will be approaching many industries. An innovator is thinking to use this opportunity for innovation. It is an example of ....
   - Feel the pain
   - Sense the waste
   - See the waste
   - All of the above
   Accepted Answers:
   - Sense the waste

10. Which of the following is not a prominent source of understanding the pain?
   - Customer
   - Employee
   - Partner
   - Register
   Accepted Answers:
   - Register